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PH-Kuwait pact ensures
hsw protection, welfare

Filipino workers in Kuwait, mostly household service workers, are set to benefit from heightened protection with the
imminent signing of an agreement with the Gulf state following the conclusion of formal talks seeking to address the
problems besetting deployed workers there.
And the labor department is
finalizing arrangements for the
formal signing of an accord at the
end of discussions between a top
level delegation of Kuwaiti officials and their Philippine counterparts on the provisions of the
proposed document which will
govern the deployment, employment and treatment of Filipino
workers while staying in Kuwait.
Kuwaiti officials, led by Ambassador Ghanim Saqer Ali

Shaheem Al Ghanim, arrived to
negotiate the terms of the agreement weeks after the government
decided on a total ban on deployment of workers to the Arab state
on the issue of rampant abuses
and the death of Joana Demafelis
who was found stuck in a freezer
in an abandoned apartment in
Kuwait City in early February.
The Philippine panel in the
two-day talks was headed by
Labor Undersecretary Claro

Arellano, Administrator Hans
Leo Cacdac of the Overseas
Workers Welfare Administration (OWWA), Administrator
Bernard Olalia of the Philippine
Overseas Employment Administration (POEA) and Philippine
Ambassador to Kuwait Renato
Villa.
Among the major provisions of the agreement include
the prohibition of the surrender
of Filipino passport to Kuwaiti

employers, the binding effect of
the Philippine-crafted employment contract, the guaranteed
payment of minimum monthly
net pay of $400 paid through the
bank, and non-confiscation of
mobile phones and other communication gadgets.
Labor Secretary Silvestre
Bello III said the talks were
stormy on some critical concerns
and hit a snag on the last day on
the issue of contract and passport

“There was an impasse on
two critical concerns as the talks
were about to conclude. But we
saw a breakthrough in early
evening, and the Kuwaiti panel
finally gave in at the last minute,”
he said.
Bello also said the talks
were a success, but added that
its formal signing would not
automatically result to the lifting
of the government deployment
ban.
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HEIGHTENED PROTECTION FOR OFWs IN KUWAIT. Labor Undersecretary Claro Arellano and Ambassador Ghanim Saqer Ali Shaheem
Al Ghanim, head of Kuwaiti Delegation and Assistant Minister for Legal Affairs, initial the PH–Kuwait Memorandum of Agreement for the
protection of overseas Filipino workers and the Records of Discussion during the conclusion of the 2-day formal talks in Manila.
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DOLE to Jollibee:

Regularize 6k workers
More than 6,000 workers of
Jollibee are set to be regularized
while continuing inspections of
popular food chains are on under
the
government’s
relentless
campaign to stop illegal work
contractualization practices being
pursued by the labor department.
In a report to Undersecretary
Joel Maglunsod, DOLE National
Capital Region Director Henry
John Jalbuena said his office
has ordered Jollibee Foods
Corporation (JFC) to regularize
6,482 workers deployed by its
two contractors.
Aside from providing regular
employment status to its workers,
JFC was also directed to refund
illegally collected payments to 426
affected workers in the amount of
P15,432,305.00 for Coop Share,
Coop Christmas Party Paluwagan
Fund, and Coop Savings Fund.
In addition, five of its
contractors were also ordered to
return unlawful wage deductions,
bonds, donations, shares and
other illegal payment collections
to 412 affected workers with a

Bello warns
vs. layoffs
in Boracay
Labor Secretary Silvestre Bello
III has warned establishments
in Boracay against terminating
their employees during the sixmonth closure of the resort island
starting April 26.
In an advisory, Bello said the
“temporary suspension of business operations should not and
must not result in the termination
or separation of any employee.”
While saying the closure
of Boracay as ordered by the
President will necessarily compel
the
temporary
suspension
of business operations, Bello
notified employers that they may
only “observe the principle of
No Work, No Pay, or require the
employees to go on forced leave
by utilizing their leave credits, if
any.”
“Employees are expected to
be recalled back to work upon the
lifting of the temporary closure of
Boracay island,” he added.
The labor advisory is for “strict
observance and compliance.”
Bello said the labor department will extend assistance
to affected workers in the
island, including the provision
of emergency employment. He
said some 5,000 informal sector
workers and members of the
indigenous community in the
island will be employed in the
clean-up of the area.
He has set aside an initial
P60 million for the emergency
employment assistance.
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total amount of P4,137,158.15.
Leading the list of liable
contractors are Citiwide Basic
Commodities and Manpower
Services, Inc. with total financial
obligation of P1,853,578.00 to
40 workers for refund on cash
bond for motorcycle rentals, and
unpaid service incentive leaves
and holiday pay.
Furthermore,
Generation
One Resource Service and
Multi-Purpose Cooperative was
ordered to refund share capital,
cooperative shares, membership
fees,
damayan
fund,
and
compensate the unpaid holiday
pay earnings of 287 workers with
a total amount of P1,180,363.15.
Collected COOP shares and
uniform costs were also directed
to be returned to 24 workers
with a total amount of P440,300
by the Integral Care Formation
Service Cooperative while a
total of P464,012.00 was ordered
to be refunded to 47 workers of
Toptrend Service Corporation for
motorcycle rentals.
The compliance order also

accounts MetroGuards Security
Agency Corporation to return
donations
and
reimburse
unpaid holiday pay earnings
of 14 workers amounting to
P199,905.00.
Aside from Jollibee, the DOLE
has also issued a compliance
order to Perf Restaurant also
known as Burger King directing
them to regularize 704 workers
deployed by its three contractors.
On the other hand, the labor
department has set schedules
for establishment inspection on
McDonalds and Kentucky Fried
Chicken (KFC) Restaurants to
ensure their compliance with
labor laws.
Last month, a mandatory
conference was conducted by the
DOLE Makati and Pasay Field
Offices with the management
of Chowking with succeeding
dialogues set this month. Another
mandatory conference with the
management of Mang Inasal
foods is also set with the Quezon
City Field Office. –Paul R. Ang
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DOLE CAMPAIGN VS. ENDO. Labor Undersecretary Joel Maglunsod reiterates the
continuous campaign of the Department of Labor and Employment against illegal forms of
contractualization and the upholding of the right to security of tenure during a forum with
the workers of Subic Bay Metropolitan Authority (SBMA) in Zambales.

Child laborers
profiling underway
by Abegail V. De Vega
The labor department has
released guidelines on the
profiling of child laborers to
effectively draw them away from
child labor and its worst forms.
Child labor refers to any work

Primer on migrant workers’
protection launched
Underscoring the country’s commitment to
push for migrant workers’ protection, the Department
of Labor and Employment (DOLE) led the launch of
a primer on the ASEAN consensus on the protection
and promotion of the rights of migrant workers.
Labor Secretary Silvestre Bello III said through the
agreement, ASEAN member-states “have taken the
first steps toward building a region where migrant
workers’ rights are upheld; where dignified and
productive employment choices are available; and
where social protection is guaranteed, especially for
those workers in the vulnerable and disadvantaged
sectors.”
He enjoined everyone to “continue working
hand-in-hand in pushing Filipino migrant workers’
agenda at the global stage.”
Labor
Undersecretary
Claro
Arellano,
meanwhile, expressed the department’s hope that
the primer on the ASEAN consensus will be widelydisseminated and further translated into the local
language of the ASEAN member-states.
This is to ensure appreciation and support
from policy-makers, program implementers, social
partners, as well as the migrant workers and their

families, he added.
The primer is a handy and practical reference
for understanding the landmark document signed
by ASEAN leaders during the 31st ASEAN Summit
held in Manila in November 2017.
“It answers the important questions on the
ASEAN consensus and is creatively done to catch
and hold the public’s attention,” Director Albert
Valenciano of OWWA’s Policy and Program
Development said.
The ASEAN consensus contains 62 articles, which
states, among others, the fundamental rights of
migrant workers and the members of their families,
specific rights of migrant workers, obligations of
sending and receiving states, as well as commitments
of ASEAN member states.
Also gracing the launch were Director Aian
Caringal of the ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community
(ASCC) Division of the Department of Foreign
Affairs (DFA) and Department of Social Welfare and
Development (DSWD) OIC-Secretary Emmanuel
Leyco at the DOLE’s Labor Governance Learning
Center in Intramuros, Manila. –Althea Louise D.
Majan
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LAUNCHING OF PRIMER ON ASEAN CONSENSUS FOR MIGRANT WORKERS’ PROTECTION. Labor Secretary Silvestre Bello III,
together with Director Aian Caringal of the ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community Division of the Department of Foreign Affairs, Department of
Social Welfare and Development OIC-Secretary Emmanuel Leyco, DOLE Undersecretary Claro Arellano, and Overseas Workers Welfare
Administration (OWWA) Director Albert Valenciano, leads the launching of the primer on the ASEAN consensus on the protection and promotion
of the rights of migrant workers at the DOLE Central Office, Intramuros, Manila.
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or economic activity performed
by children under 18 years of
age that subject them to any
form of exploitation or is harmful
to their health and safety or
physical, mental, or psychological
development.
“Given the insufficient data on
child laborers, it is necessary to first
conduct nationwide profiling of
the target child laborers and their
families. This will serve as basis
for the provision of appropriate
services
and
interventions
necessary to remove the children
from child labor,” Labor Secretary
Silvestre Bello III said in an order.
On the 2011 survey conducted
by the Philippine Statistics
Authority, an estimated 2.1 million
children aged 5 to 17 years were
engaged in child labor and 97.7%
of whom were in hazardous child
labor. However, the data does not
provide the names and location of
the child laborers.
In his order, Bello directed
DOLE Regional/Field Offices to
consolidate data from its social
partners for the identification
and profiling of the target child
laborers to assess their needs and
further refer them, including their
families, to concerned agencies for
assistance.
The profiling of the target
child laborers will come from the
National Household Targeting
System for Poverty Reduction of
the Department of Social Welfare
and Development and through the
Community Based Monitoring
System implemented by various
local government units.
DOLE, as the lead agency in the
implementation of the Philippine
Program against Child Labor
and as the chair of the National
Child Labor Committee, will be
responsible for the monitoring
and reporting if a child has already
been removed from child labor.
These initiatives are aligned
to the Philippine Development
Plan 2017-2022, which targets
to reduce the cases of child
labor by 30 percent or 630,000
from the estimated 2.1 million
child
laborers
nationwide.
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Displaced HEI workers
reemployed via DOLE AMP
More displaced workers from
higher education institutions
(HEIs) were given financial assistance, employment facilitation,
and livelihood opportunities by
the Department of Labor and
Employment through its K to
12 DOLE Adjustment Measures
Program (AMP).
DOLE-AMP is the Labor Department’s response to the loss of
work of employees in HEIs due
to the implementation of K to 12.
One of the beneficiaries of the
program is Ian Fel Metal from
Floridablanca, Pampanga.
Ian leaves home early to undergo training as a Sales Agent
at a Business Process Outsourcing office. Just last year, his life
was thrown off balance when the
Holy Angel University, where he
taught Psychology, announced
they had to lay off staff because
of the low enrollment rates.
Suddenly, Ian had no income
to support himself, his family,
as well as his graduate studies.
“From September 2017 to January of 2018, I was unemployed,”
he recounted, “I had no financial
resources during the final stage
of my thesis writing.”
When DOLE representatives
in Region 3 reached out to him
and informed him about the K
to 12 DOLE AMP, Ian signed up
promptly. The aid he received
from the program allowed him
to focus on finishing his thesis
and sustained him while he applied for work. Not long after, Ian
found himself accepting a job offer and enjoying a stable source
of income once again.

Tristan Senajon faced the
same dilemma last year when the
Dean of Cebu Eastern College informed him that they will no longer be offering the class he used
to teach the following semester.
It came as a great shock to him.
“I never expected it and did not
see it coming because I was commended as one of the outstanding college teachers the previous
semester,” he explained.
His wife was then pregnant
and about to deliver their first
baby, and Tristan knew he had
to find a new job fast in order
to support his growing family.
When he learned his application
for the K to 12 DOLE AMP was
approved, he was able to breathe
a big sigh of relief. “I badly
needed money to keep my family alive,” he says, “The program
helped me a lot, not just to keep
my family alive but also for my
transportation and preparation
of documents while looking for
another job.”
“I can say that, without this
program, I think I might be in a
depression. It is not easy to look
for a job — a new job — and it
is more difficult if you don’t have
enough resources to use in your
job seeking.”
Today, Tristan works as a
Senior High School Teacher at
Tuyan National High School in
Naga, Cebu.
In 2017, 606 beneficiaries
were given aid by the Department of Labor and Employment
through the K to 12 DOLE Adjustment Measures Program.
– CY Alfonso

80k jobs at Labor Day
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by Althea Louise D. Majan
More than 80,000 local and
overseas job openings were made
available to jobseekers on May 1 in
a nationwide job and business fair.
Labor Secretary Silvestre Bello
III said more employment opportunities were made available
across the 53 sites of the Trabaho,
Negosyo, Kabuhayan (TNK) job
and business fairs organized jointly by the Department of Labor and
Employment (DOLE) and the Department of Trade and Industry
(DTI).
He said this is government’s
way of paying tribute and giving
honor to the Filipino workingmen
as the nation observes Labor Day
celebration.
A total of 829 participating employers (666 local and 163 overseas) brought with them 78,675
local, overseas, and government
jobs.
The top local jobs with the
most number of vacancies are: soldiers (AFP/PNP) – 4,002; customer
service representative – 1,470; production worker/factory worker
– 1,443; mason (finishing/rough)
– 1,385; call center agent – 1,306;
production machine operator –
1,288; construction worker – 900;

BJMP (government) – 889; service
crew – 880; and carpenter (finishing/rough) – 708.
For those seeking overseas employment, the top vacancies are
as follows: nurses – 3,988; technician – 1,546; food and beverage
staff – 689; engineers (mechanical,
electrical, civil) – 344; production
worker/ factory worker – 300; sales
associate professional – 200; construction worker – 200; assistant
head manager – 174; cook – 157;
driver (general) – 150; and housekeeping attendant – 123.
In the National Capital Region
(NCR) alone, 18 job and business
fair sites were identified: Valenzuela Astrodome, Valenzuela City; SM
Tunasan, Muntinlupa City; Taguig
City; SM Bicutan; SM Sucat, Paranaque City; SM BF, Paranaque
City; Robinsons, Las Pinas City;
SM Center, Las Pinas City; SM
Southmall, Las Pinas City; Pasig
City (April 27); SM Marikina City
(date to be determined); San Juan
City (April 21); SM Megamall,
Mandaluyong City; SM Manila,
Manila City; SM San Lazaro, Manila City; Cuneta Astrodome (May
10); Quezon City Hall grounds;
and Fisher Mall, Quezon City

(date to be determined).
In Luzon, the following are the
TNK sites: Baguio City National
High School – Main Campus in the
Cordillera Administrative Region;
SM City Rosales, Pangasinan;
Robinsons Ilocos Norte; Pangasinan PESO Compound, Lingayen
in Region 1; Robinsons Mall, Santiago City, Isabela; SM City, Cauayan, Isabela; and SM Downtown
Tuguegarao, Cagayan in Region 2.
Jobseekers in the Visayas region may visit the TNK sites in
Marymart, Iloilo City (Region 6);
IC3 Pavillion, Cebu City (Region
7); and Tacloban Convention Center, and Ormoc City Hall, Tacloban
City (Region 8).
In Mindanao, the identified job
fair sites are in Zamboanga Economic Zone, Talisayan, Zamboanga City; KCC Mall, Zamboanga
City; City Hall Lobby, Isabela City;
Plaza Luz, Pagadian City; and Ipil
Municipal Covered Court, Zamboanga Sibugay (Region 9); Limketkai Center, Cagayan de Oro
City (Region 10); and Gaisano
Mall of Davao and SM City Davao
(Region 11).
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PRE-LABOR DAY PRESS CONFERENCE. Labor Secretary Silvestre Bello III updates the media on the activities to be mounted by DOLE on
May 1, Labor Day. The center of this year’s celebration is in Cebu City together with 52 other Trabaho, Negosyo, Kabuhayan job and business
fair sites nationwide.

Job Search Kiosks undergo validation
To further improve the Department ’s employment facilitation
services and to enable jobseekers
to access job opportunities, the
DOLE’s Internal Audit Service
conducted a validation and audit
on the existence and operation of
the 310 units of Job Search Kiosks
(JSKs).
The JSKs are deployed in the
regional office, other DOLE offices;
bureaus and attached agencies,
including the Technical Education
and Skills Development Authority
(TESDA) and Commission on
Higher Education (CHED).
The validation, according to
IAS, aims to ascertain the extent
to which the assets of the agency
are accounted for, particularly the
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JSKs, and safeguarded from losses
of all kinds.
The audit also intends to evaluate and appraise the operation of
the JSKs in providing information
on local/overseas job opportunities and other related labor market
information and examine the adequacy and effectiveness of internal
controls on the management and
monitoring of the kiosks.
The audit will provide opportunities to recommend corrective actions on operational
deficiencies, thus further improve
the implementation of the JSKs.
It is expected to establish measures that will additionally enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of the JSKs to jobseekers.
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The validations were done
at the Bureau of Local Employment, TESDA, CHED, ROs CAR,
3 and 8 in March and at DOLE
ROs 6, 7, 10, 11, 12 and 13 this
April.
– Michelle A. Domingo
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Safety caravan kicks-off
To reduce risks in workplaces, specifically to youth workers, the Department of Labor and Employment
launched a caravan on Occupational
Safety and Health (OSH) in line with
the celebration of the World Day for
Safety and Health at Work in Binan,
Laguna.
Dubbed SafeYouth@Work Project, kicked off at the Laguna Technopark Association, Inc. (LTAI),
spearheaded by the Bureau of Working Condition (BWC), in partnership
with the International Labour Organization and its tripartite partners.
BWC Director Teresita Cucueco
said the activity is a global project
focusing on the safety and health of
young workers, specifically those
aged 15-24 years old in the Philippines.
SafeYouth@Work Project aims to
raise the awareness of young workers who are facing hazards of occupational accidents which may be
attributed to their lack of basic training, less job experience, and inadequate preparation for the job.
“Building a new generation of
OSH conscious workforce is vital to
our progress as a nation. Given that big
percentage of our workforce belongs
to the 15-24 age range, it is indeed
essential that we ingrain the culture

By Peter Paul R. Ang

“Building a new

generation of OSH
conscious workforce
is vital to our progress
as a nation. Given
that a big
percentage of
our workforce
belongs to the
15-24 age range, it is indeed essential
that we ingrain the culture of safety
and health to students even before they
start working.

”

Noel Binag

Executive Director
Occupational Safety and Health Center (OSHC)
of safety and health to students even
before they start working,” OSHC
Executive Director Noel Binag said.
Aside from representatives from
the labor department, former labor
assistant secretary and current ILO

National project coordinator Katherine Brimon, ILO Manila Country
Office Director Khalid Hassan, Association of Safety, Health and Environment Officers of Laguna, Inc.
(AOSHEOLI) President Miguel Dy,

Laguna Technopart Association Inc.
(LTAI) LTAI Chairman and President Delfin De Guzman, and LTAI
General Manager Ana Marie Molano, also led the caravan.
Around 500 participants, composed of young workers in the
eco-zone, representatives from the
workers group such as ALU, FFW,
KMU, SENTRO, TUCP, ALLWIES,
IndustriALL,
NACUSIP-TUCPITUC, and CWS, from the employers
sector – the Employers Confederation of the Philippines (ECOP), from
the public sector, CIU, PGEA, PIPSEA, PSLINK, and youth and civic
organizations, PRC, BSP, NYC participated in the kick-off ceremony.
The organizers and steering committee have set-up an interactive
wall of safety warning/ signage, and
their description and instructions to
promote knowledge in the workplace for both employees, and visitors to prevent possible danger and
hazards in the near future.
The event also aimed to provide
information on occupational safety
and health standards through kiosks
with e-learning module and games
laptops.
To enable greater appreciation
on OSH, the winners of the National
VideOSH Contest were awarded in
the program while various videos
related to the activity were played
throughout the caravan.
SAFER, HEALTHIER WORKPLACE. DOLE
Asec. Amuerfina Reyes, together with International Labour Organization Country Director
Khalid Hassan and LTIA Chairman Delfin de
Gusman, leads the launching of the occupational safety and health caravan at the Laguna
Technopark Association, Inc., in Biñan-Sta.
Rosa, Laguna.
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444 new
safety
officers
By DJ Romero
They are all ready to serve
as vanguards of safety and
health in the emerging ‘build,
build, build’ era.
Trained
by
DOLE’s
Occupational
Safety
and
Health experts, 444 new safety
officers from 233 companies
will now form part of the roster
of Construction Occupational
Safety and Health (COSH)
practitioners.
The new safety officers are
part of the 10 batches of trainees of the Occupational Safety and Health Center (OSHC)
in cooperation with the Occupational Safety and Health
Networks (OSHNets) in April.
The COSH Training were
conducted at the OSHC main
office in Quezon City and in
Bacolod, Cebu, Davao, Iloilo,
Laguna, Laoag, and Legaspi
cities.
The COSH Training is one
of the 40-hour mandatory
training for all safety officers
in the construction industry.
As required by the Occupational Safety and Health
Standards and DOLE Department Order 13, a sufficient
number of trained safety officers must be employed by all
construction companies. The
required number of safety officers depends on the number of
workers for every shift.
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Rules on hiring of minors in public
entertainment amended
Children who will be featured in a documentary material will no longer need to secure a work
permit prior to engaging in public entertainment or
information related projects. This after Labor Secretary Silvestre Bello III issued Department Circular No. 2 series of 2018 amending the coverage and
requirements for the issuance of a working child
permit.
Under the new rule, working child permit is no
longer required for young talents who will be featured in documentary materials.
However, in case the child in the documentary
material is engaged in child labor, the rule requires
the producer to refer the child to the nearest DOLE
Office for the necessary services needed by the child
and family.
The producer is also enjoined not to disclose
the identity of the child laborer including his or her
photographs, images or video footages for the best
interest of the minor pursuant to the Guide for Media Practitioners on the Reporting and Coverage of
Cases Involving Children.
For group working permits, the DOLE Office
must issue a group permit for children appearing
in a single project covering those without working
child permit yet.
As for the validity of working child permit, the
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amended rule states that in case the rescheduling
is due to unforeseen events and not the employer’s
fault, the latter must notify in writing the DOLE
Office that issued the permit immediately after the
parent or guardian of the child has been informed
that the work has been rescheduled.
The new rule also requires that before a work
permit is issued, the guardian is obliged to submit
proof of parental authority. This includes proof of
relationship to the child and a Notarized Affidavit
that explains the reason for exercising parental authority over the child.
The rule also provides that substitution of child’s
guardian in terms of parental authority must only
be applied in case of death, absence or unsuitability
of both parents and a legal guardian of the child.
Under Article 216 of the Family Code, the child’s
surviving grandparent; oldest brother, sister or actual custodian over 21 years of age, unless unfit or
disqualified, will be the order of preference on substitute parental authority.
As defined under Department Order No. 65-04,
public entertainment or information refers to an
artistic, and cultural performances for a television
show, radio program, cinema or film, theater, commercial advertisement, and other media. –Teephanie
D. Laderas
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POLO Macau upgrades
OFWs’ computer skills

photo by POLO OWWA Macau
COMPUTER TRAINING FOR OFWs. Spearheaded by the OWWA, in partnership with the POLO,
instructors from AMA Learning Center conduct basic computer training to overseas Filipino workers in Macau SAR.

New e-systems
up at POEA
A new online system for use by
licensed recruitment and manning
agencies was launched by the
Philippine Overseas Employment
Administration.
With this development, all licensed recruiters requesting for
contract processing and documentation of their hired workers and
seafarers shall use the newly developed e-Contracts System which
replaced the e-Submit system.
The new systems, aptly called
Land based e-Contracts System
(LBECS) and Sea based e-Contracts
System (SBECS) are secured webbased facilities developed for
recruitment and manning agencies
with valid license for their request

for processing (RFP), payment of
government fees, submission of
contracts and printing of overseas
employment certificate (OEC).
The POEA also launched in
March 2018 the new e-Registration
System for agency-hired workers
and seafarers.
The new registration system
will provide newly hired workers
and seafarers with unique registration numbers which will link
his personal profile to their respective e-Contract system.
The new systems and the
guidelines and procedure for their
proper use are accessible at https://
eservices.poea.gov.ph. –POEA

The Overseas Workers Welfare Administration (OWWA), in
partnership with the Philippine
Overseas Labor Office (POLO),
conducted 10 classes of basic
computer training where 168
overseas Filipino workers, who
are OWWA members; have benefited for the past four months.
With the instructors from
AMA Learning Center in Macau
SAR, the OFWs, aside from the
computer training, were taught

how to register with the Balik
Manggagawa Online Website.
The training course also covered various modules, such as
Operating System of the computer; Mouse and Keyboard Skills;
Microsoft Office (File Management); Word processing that
enables the students to create
various types of documents like
letters, flyers, etc; MS Excel, Powerpoint, Outlook, email, internet, and BM Online.

ippine passport; OFW-LET passer
with accumulated teaching experience of at least one full year for the
last five years; and must not have
stayed or resided in the Philippines
for more than three years.
An OFW-LET passer who
passed the examinations within the
last five years, regardless of his/her
teaching experience, will no longer
be required to undergo the online
refresher course.
Meanwhile, an OFW-LET passer
who has no teaching experience or
with teaching experience but has
acquired more than five years ago,
must undergo the online course
provided by PNU or attend the regular refresher course.
An interested applicant must accomplish the SPIMS OFW Profile
Sheet Form online, or in person at

The training runs for 16
hours and aims to familiarize
trainees on the operations of
the computer and the applications of computer programs.
Furthermore, the course also
enables the trainees to become
experts with the computer operations and learn to access the
internet and free communication
facilities, with their families in the
Philippines, and other countries.
– POLO – OWWA MACAU

Deployment of workers
to Russia eyed
by Abegail V. De Vega
The labor department has
started looking into the labor
market regulations and policies
in Russia in preparation for the
deployment of Filipino workers.
In line with the ongoing talks
with the Russian Republic, Labor Secretary Silvestre Bello III
has created a technical working
group (TWG) to conduct discussions and meetings leading to
the formulation of an agreement
for possible deployment to Russian state.
“Negotiations with Russian
Federation are ongoing and
Russia is one of our alternative
markets for our Filipino workers

who still wish to be deployed
overseas. There is a demand
for construction and household
service workers in Russia,” Bello
said.
The TWG was tasked to establish a program of activities for
series of policy consultation between the Philippines and Russia, and meet with the DOLE and
POEA counterparts in Russia to
further discuss policies for the
protection and welfare of Filipino workers.
Also, the task group will lead
the orientation of Russian employers and recruitment agencies
about Philippine laws governing

Guidelines out for OFW-teachers
TO accelerate the government’s reintegration program and lure back
OFWs who are licensed public
school teachers, the labor department has released the implementing
guidelines of the “Sa ‘Pinas, Ikaw
ang Ma’am at Sir” (SPIMS) program.
Department Order No. 190, Series of 2018, provides detailed procedures as well as standards in the
screening and selection of beneficiaries of the program, a brain-gain
initiative that encourages teachers
deployed overseas to practice their
profession in the Philippines.
In issuing the guidelines, Labor
Secretary Silvestre Bello III said the
order aims to “ensure the continuity
of the SPIMS Program and mitigate
the shortage of public school teachers in the country.”
The convergence program started through a Memorandum of Cooperation among the Department
of Labor and Employment (DOLE),
Department of Education (DepEd),
Commission on Higher Education
(CHED), Professional Regulation
Commission (PRC), and Philippine
Normal University (PNU).
Since its inception, the program
has provided a total of 1,421 plantilla positions for returning OFWLicensure Examination for Teachers
(OFW-LET) passers, a report from
NRCO said.
To become eligible for the SPIMS
program, an applicant must be a
Filipino citizen or a holder of a Phil-
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POLO Tokyo assists
OFW’s benefit claims

the NRCO Central Office in Manila,
at any DOLE Regional Offices nationwide, or at the Philippine Overseas Labor Office (POLO).
The NRCO Central Office will
conduct a preliminary evaluation and require the applicant who
passed the criteria to submit documents, such as copies of PRC ID;
Certificate of Board Rating; Passport; Certificate of Employment
abroad; and Certificate of Employment as a teacher (if applicable).
Once the SPIMS beneficiaries
have started teaching in their respective school assignments, they
will be provided with teaching
kits which contain instructional
materials, a tablet computer or
mini laptop, and other school supplies and gadgets worth P20,000.
–Althea Louise D. Majan
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the deployment of OFWs.
The TWG is headed by the
Undersecretary for Legal and International Affairs and supported by the POEA Administrator as
Vice-Chairperson. The members
include OWWA Administrator,
the International Labor Affairs
Bureau (ILAB) Director, and
DOLE Legal Service Director.
The group will also provide
inputs and recommendations
relative to the deployment of
workers in Russia and bilateral
labor agreement negotiations
for consideration of the DOLE
Bilateral Labor Agreement (BLA)
Steering Committee.

T he Philippine Overseas Labor Office in Tokyo, in coordination with Akita Labor Standards Bureau and Organization
for Technical Intern Training (OTIT) Main Office, assisted
nine Technical Intern Trainees–Sewers for underpayment of
overtime service.
Four of them who are on their third year requested for temporary custody from POLO after the conduct of spot inspection
by Akita Labor Standards Bureau.
All the way from Akita Prefecture, they traveled to Tokyo
for a 10-hour drive by their employer.
Their accommodations in Tokyo were provided by the
OTIT as coordinated by POLO.
The other five sewers who are in their second year remain
with the company, but under close monitoring by POLO.
The four sewers can be transferred to a new employer and
continue to work on their fourth and fifth year. They went back
to the Philippines while waiting for the processing of their
papers for the said transfer.
On the day of their scheduled flight, a transportation assistance from their temporary accommodation to Narita Airport
was provided by OTIT.
A possible transfer of five other sewers shall likewise be
coordinated with OTIT after the result of Labor Standards
Bureau and Immigration is finalized.
The settlement of unpaid overtime for the nine sewers will
be coordinated with the Labor Standards Bureau. –POLO Tokyo

CHERRY BLOSSOMS FESTIVAL CELEBRATION. Over 100 overseas Filipino workers from various
Filipino organizations and community join the yearly celebration of ‘Hanami’ or the Cherry Blossoms Festival, organized by the Philippine Overseas Labor Office Tokyo, at the Ukimafunado Park
in Itabashi, Tokyo, Japan.
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Recruiters told to comply
paid-up capital requirement
The Philippine Overseas Employment Administration has
reminded licensed recruitment and manning agencies to comply
with the yearly increase in paid-up capital as mandated by
the 2016 POEA Revised Rules and Regulations Governing the
Recruitment and Employment of Filipino Workers/Seafarers.
In an advisory, POEA Administrator Bernard Olalia has
set the deadline for land-based recruitment agencies to submit
proofs of increase in capitalization for the second year on April
30, 2018, and September 4, 2018 for manning agencies.
Section 2 Rule I Part II provides that “. . . those with existing
licenses, shall, within four years from effectivity thereof,
increase their capitalization or paid up capital, as the case may
be, to Five Million Pesos (P5,000,000.00) at the rate of Seven
Hundred Fifty Thousand Pesos (P750,000.00) every year.”
The recruitment and manning agencies were ordered
to submit as proof of compliance for the yearly increase of
capitalization the following documents:
For corporations and partnerships, they must submit a
Treasurer’s Affidavit on the additional authorized subscribed
and paid-up capital stock requirements/Joint Affidavit of
partners on the additional partners’ contribution.
They must also submit a bank certification showing an
additional deposit of at least P750,000.00, with authority to
examine the bank account; the copy of amended Articles of
Partnership/Incorporation providing for the increase of the
authorized/paid-up capital to a minimum of P5,000,000.00 and
paid up capital to a minimum of P3,500,00.00; and a certification
issued by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on the
current paid-up capital of the corporation/partnership showing
the increase of at least P3,500,000.00.
Agencies under single proprietorship category must submit
an audited Financial Statement and ITR for the current year duly
received by the Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR) showing equity
of not less than P3,500,00.00; and a bank certificate showing a
deposit of at least P750,000.00, with authority to examine the
bank report. –POEA

April 2018

MARINA accredits 2 NMP
training courses
TACLOBAN CITY – Two
additional training courses of the
National Maritime Polytechnic
(NMP), a government controlled
and operated maritime training
and research institution with
principal address located at
Brgy. Cabalawan, Tacloban City,
have been duly accredited by
the Maritime Industry Authority
(MARINA), namely: Proficiency
in Fast Rescue Boats (PFRB) and
Engine Room Simulator (ERS).
It can be recalled that NMP
submitted its application for
accreditation of the said courses
last 20 July 2017.
As per formal letter received
from MARINA dated April
10, 2018, NMP was granted
full course approval of two
additional courses valid for a
period of three years along with
the accreditation of instructors,
assessors
and
supervisors
who will be handling the said
courses.

During the said period,
announced and unannounced
visits will be made by MARINA
STCW Office or its duly
authorized representatives to
ascertain NMP’s compliance
with the MARINA’s rules and
regulations.
NMP is required to submit
the records of review and
validation of the aforementioned
courses within six months from
the date of its conduct.
Moreover, the records of
implementation of corrective
actions for audit results both
internal and external, records
of review and validation of
the courses including the
assessment and statistical record
of trainees enrolled / certificated
must be made available during
the conduct of monitoring.
Further, NMP is required
to revise and align the course
package of the above-mentioned
courses to the new standards

once same have been duly
issued by MARINA.
MARINA’s
approval
ensures that the courses are
designed and structured in
accordance with the standards
of competence prescribed under
the Standards of Training,
Certification and Watchkeeping
for Seafarers (STCW 1978), as
amended in 2010.
PFRB is open to all seafarers
who have completed the Basic
Training course while the ERS
is open to both operational
and management level marine
engine officers.
Those interested to take
NMP training programs may
visit the NMP website (www.
nm.gov.ph) and its facebook
page
(www.facebook.com/
nmptrainingcenter) where all
related information on NMP
trainings are available. –NMP

ECC reimburses medical
expenses for GBS patient
Tuguegarao
City,
Cagayan – An employee
of Universal Leaf Philippines
Inc. received a lump sum of
P458,333.00 from the Employees’
Compensation Commission (ECC)
representing the reimbursement
of his medical expenses for the
treatment of his rare illness called
Guillain-Barré Syndrome (GBS),
which is clinically considered to be
an auto-immune disease triggered
by a preceding bacterial or viral
infection.
ECC
Executive
Director
Stella Banawis announced the
reimbursement after she received
a report from the Regional Office
No. 2.
“Aside from this, the said
person
with
work-related
disability
(PWRD)
received
P24,000.00 as loss-of-income
benefits from the Employees’
Compensation Program (ECP),
for the number of days he was
absent from work due to his
illness,” Banawis said.
The said PWRD acquired his
illness in 2015. According to his
attending physician, the illness
was work-related since he is a
field personnel. His exposure to
the environment and to various
individuals in the performance of
his function could have been the
cause of his viral infection.
Under the ECP, there are 32
listed compensable diseases and
GBS is excluded from it, but since
it had been established through
his medical records that the illness
has a causal connection with his

dole.gov.ph

official functions, his claim for EC
benefit was approved.
“The ECP provides for the list
of compensable diseases but it
doesn’t limit the compensability
of illnesses excluded from it. Other
diseases not in the list may still
be compensable, if the employee
can establish causal connection
with the nature of his work or
his working environment,” ED
Banawis said.
“Hence,
we
encourage
employees suffering from deemed
work-related illnesses excluded in
our list of compensable diseases
to file for their EC claims. The ECP
is just here ready to help valid
claimants of work-connected
contingencies,” Banawis added.
–ECC
NEW DEPUTIZED LABOR INSPECTORS.
DOLE Undersecretary Joel Maglunsod
congratulates the newly trained deputized
inspectors from various labor groups as they
conclude their orientation on Labor Laws
and Standards.

photo by NMP
INTENSIFIED TRAINING FOR MARITIME STUDENTS. Capt. Reynaldo Villar conducts hands-on exercises to maritime students using the
National Maritime Polytechnic’s (NMP) Engine Room Simulator (ERS) donated by the government of Japan.

DOLE trains deputized inspectors
Forty representatives from labor groups, employers’ associations, and professional organizations in Luzon completed DOLE’s
4th batch of Training on Labor
Laws and other Social Legislation
for Sectoral Representatives and
Social Partners.

photo by DOLE – BLR
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The training, which was conducted April 10 to 20, is one of
the requirements for deputization
of labor inspectors under Administrative Order No. 164-17 that
allows the participation of representatives of labor, employer, professional, and non-government
organizations, in the assessment
of establishments’ compliance to
labor laws and social legislations.
A general authority to assess
will be issued to those who have
completed the training, passed the
examinations, and submitted complete requirements as enumerated
under AO 164-17.
The trained inspectors will coordinate with the DOLE Regional
Offices where they are based for
the conduct of inspection.
“Hindi natin kailangan ng inspection kung lahat ng establisyimento ay sumusunod sa pa-

takaran”, Undersecretary Joel
Mag-lunsod said.
Recognizing the need to improve the DOLE inspectorate, he
added that deputization of labor
and employer representatives will
help in ensuring the compliance of
establishments to labor laws, especially Department Order No. 17417 or the revised IRR governing
contracting and subcontracting arrangements.
The trainees took lessons and
examinations on general labor
standards, occupational safety
and health standards, social legislations, labor relations and
other labor laws and regulations.
The training was organized
by the Bureau of Labor Relations,
Bureau of Working Conditions,
and DOLE National Capital Region. – Kim Margarette B. Martinez
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RO1 steps up career guidance for graduating students
ILOCOS NORTE – As thousands
are expected to join the country’s
labor force starting the end of the
first quarter, or pursue higher education, the Department of Labor
and Employment-Regional Office
I has stepped up its career guidance advocacies for graduating
students.
Starting February this year, the
labor agency has reached 13,846
graduating students across the

region through its various services under its Career Guidance
Advocacy Program or CGAP. Of
the number, 8,467 are secondary
students, while 5,379 are at the tertiary level. Some 190 parents of the
covered high school students also
participated in the career advocacies.
“We continue to strengthen our
partnership with our educational
institutions to intensify our career

coaching and labor education for
graduating students. They are
expected to join our labor force or
continue higher studies to ensure
that they make enlightened career
choices and shorten their transition
from school to work,” DOLE-RO1
Director Nathaniel Lacambra said.
He said the activities are part
of DOLE’s thrust of addressing
the problem of job-skill mismatch
by shaping the minds of both stu-

dents and their parents regarding
the most in-demand occupations,
including emerging industries
that will have greater absorptive
capacity in the next years. The
DOLE aims to make them understand which courses to take to be
able to land in jobs the fastest with
their earned degrees, he told.
According to the Regional Director, the DOLE works with a

network of guidance counselors
and coaches composed of different
agencies and guidance counselors
from both private and public educational institutions. This aims to
generate and exchange labor market information with all concerned
sectors then disseminate them to
intended end users such as students and parents. –DOLE RO1

More Calabarzon
workers regularized

photo by DOLE RO 1
CAREER GUIDANCE. DOLE Region 1 steps up its Career Guidance Advocacy Program or CGAP for graduating high school students in Ilocos
Norte where they were taught about the in-demand jobs in the country, skills training opportunities, how to make the right career choice, as
well as some livelihood programs offered by the labor department.

OFW centers launched in Pampanga
by Jerry Borja
CLARK – A welfare assistance
pro-gram processing center,
the first in the country, was
established in Pampanga to fasttrack services for OFWs.
Labor Secretary Silvestre
Bello III, who graced the launching of the Center together with
Pampanga Governor Lilia Pineda,
announced that OFWs residing in
Pampanga can now avail various
OFW-related services within their
reach, adding that DOLE will be
initially establishing six Centers
in six local government units in
the province.
The Secretary added that like
the established One-Stop-Shop
Processing Centers for OFWs
(OSSCO) at the Ople Building and
Clark Freeport Zone, the newly
launched Centers will further
bring ease to Kapampangan
OFWs in availing pre-departure
and pre-employment services.
A Memorandum of Agreement was inked between the
Pampanga Provincial Government, Overseas Workers Welfare
Administration (OWWA), and
covered LGUs for the creation of
these Centers.

The Technical Education and
Skills Development Authority,
Philippine Drug Enforcement
Agency, Department of Science
and Technology, and Department
of Trade and Industry serve
as partner agencies of DOLE’s
Welfare Center program.
Under the MOA, the initial
six Centers will be established in
the Local Government Units of
Pampanga province, Mabalacat
City, and municipalities of Sta.
Rita, Lubao, Macabebe, and San
Luis.
Joining Bello and Pineda in
the MOA signing are OWWA
Administrator Hans Leo Cacdac,
DOLE Regional Director Zenaida
Angara-Campita, and OWWA
Regional Director Ma. Lourdes
Reyes.
Cacdac explained the various
roles and functions of the OWWA
relative to the establishment of
these Centers.
“The OWWA will supervise
the operations of these Centers
and take charge in providing
the
necessary
orientation,
training, and immersion for LGU
personnel,” Cacdac said.
Meanwhile, Pineda said that
the Provincial Government,

for its part, shall coordinate
the provision of the venues for
the Centers and its necessary
equipment and other facilities.
“We will be providing the
needed and appropriate staff
to assist in the operation of
these Centers. We will also be
providing wards in the Jose B.
Lingad Hospital and all of the
Provincial Capitol’s hospitals
exclusively for OFWs and their
families,” Pineda said.
The established Centers shall
determine the eligibility of OFWs
and OFW Families availing
Medical
and
Bereavement
Assistance under the Welfare
Assistance Program or WAP.
In addition, it shall receive
and process applications and
release the checks and provide
information as well as accept
applications on other OWWA
programs and services, if
necessary and applicable.
Governor
Pineda,
who
lauded the OWWA and DOLE
for its continued partnership
in helping OFWs, assured her
utmost support for the success of
these Centers.

CALAMBA – Some 830 workers
in the service industry in
CALABARZON will soon secure
regular employment status.
This after the labor department issued a compliance order
to Zenith Foods Corporation and
its two service contractors – Staff
Search Asia Service Cooperative
and Sikap Cleaning and Sanitation
Services, to regularize their workers following findings they were
engaged in labor-only contracting
activities.
Zenith Foods is the central
commissary of Jollibee Foods
Corporation which operates a
food processing plant in Calamba,
Laguna. It serves more than 800
Jollibee and Greenwich stores in
and outside the Philippines.
Some of the violations noted in
the compliance order include lack
of substantial capital on the part of
the contractors as the employees
use the principal’s equipment and
tools in the actual performance of

photo by DOLE RO 3
MOU SIGNED FOR OFW CENTER LAUNCHING. Labor Secretary Silvestre Bello III, together with Pampanga Governor Lilia Pineda and other
local officials, signed a Memorandum of Understanding for the establishment of OFW Centers in selected LGUs in Pampanga.
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their outsourced services.
The principals also exercise
control and full authority in the
performance of the work of the
deployed workers, who work
alongside regular employees of
the principals and performing the
same functions that are directly
related to the main businesses.
Both the principal and the
contractors were also found out
to be violating general labor
standards for non-payment of
workers’ statutory benefits based
on the joint assessments conducted
by the labor laws compliance
officers (LLCOs).
With noted violations, DOLE
has also ordered Zenith Foods
and Staff Search Asia Service
Cooperative to pay around
P1.2 million to 868 workers as a
refund for the illegal deduction
on their wages for the annual
physical/medical examination.
–Abegail V. De Vega

Labor dispute
settled at Lakepower
ROSARIO, CAVITE – DOLE’s
commitment
to
industrial
peace has once again been
realized with the resolution of
the dispute at an electronics
company in Rosario, Cavite
through mediation and conciliation.
This was announced by Labor Undersecretary Joel Maglunsod, adding that the workers
and management of Lakepower
Converter Inc, agreed to amicably settle their differences,
withdraw the workers’ notice
of strike, with the company vowing not to initiate any legal action against the workers.
Lakepower is a Taiwanese
manufacturing
company
engaged in transformer and
coil winding, electronic part
soldering and PCB assembly
located at the Cavite Economic
Zone in Rosario. The company
employs about 300 workers and
is headed by their vice-general
manager Mr. Cheng Senchao.
The Samahan ng Manggagawa sa Lakepower Converter
Incorporated Independent
(SMLCI-IND) accused management of union busting, including illegal termination and
harassment.

The management agreed
to reinstate the 64 terminated
officers and members of the
union provided that they
“respect and abide by the rules
and regulations of the employer,
refrain from issuing wrongful
statement or releasing negative
publicity to the media that may
ridicule the company.”
“We are thankful to the
company because we can now
report back to our jobs. We had
difficulties before in negotiating
with the company but now,
they are hearing us out and
resulted in the resolution of the
case,” union president Mercy
Tanginan said.
In November last year, the
union went to the NCMB for
preventive mediation and later
filed a notice of strike when
negotiations broke down in
December.
“The management had
thought of middle ground so
that we can settle this case. We
came out with the terms and
conditions which are reasonable
to the workers and gladly the
union accepted this terms,”
management legal counsel
Ma. Carmen Espinosa said.
–Paul R. Ang
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Para-legal training for union leaders
by Kim Margarette B. Martinez
Some 40 key leaders of different affiliates
of Philippine Trade and General Workers
Organization (PTGWO) underwent training on
labor disputes settlement and other engagements
with labor courts as part of DOLE’s commitment
to the promotion of right to self-organization.
The Bureau of Labor Relations (BLR) through
its Workers’ Organization Development Program
(WODP), together with the PTWGO organized
the Para-Legal Skills Training for Trade Union
Leaders in the National Capital Region on 26-28
April 2018 in Tagaytay City.
“As one of the established and among the
oldest labor federations in the country, the
PTGWO finds this training necessary to seize the
opportunity brought about by change from the

new laws and regulations that are instituted by the
Duterte Administration”, PTGWO President Atty.
Arnel Dolendo said.
Participants took lessons and exercises on the
roles and functions of paralegal trainees, grievance
handling system, labor disputes settlement, legal
research techniques and commitment building.
Atty. Dolendo expressed their gratitude
to BLR for providing workers and their labor
organizations opportunities for empowerment
through the WODP.
WODP aims to enhance the capabilities of
labor organizations and their members in the
areas of leadership, organizational development
and management through provision of training
assistance and support.

Free MRT ride on Labor Day
Workers in the public and
private sectors will be treated to
a free ride at the MRT3 on May 1,
Labor Day.
This was announced by Labor Secretary Silvestre Bello III
who requested the Department
of Transportation – Metro Rail
Transit 3 (DOTr-MRT3) to provide free rides to Filipino workers when the nation observes Labor Day.
“General Manager Rodolfo
Garcia has fully supported our
request. All public and private
workers will be treated to free
rides from 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.
and from 5 to 7 pm on May 1
upon presentation of their company identification cards,” Bello
said.
Public and private workers
will be issued with magnetic
cards to gain entry at the MRT
service gates.
The usual baggage inspection

shall be implemented by MRT
management.
Upon arrival at their respective destinations, the public and
private workers who availed of
the free ride must drop the issued magnetic ticket at the drop
box at the MRT service gate.
MRT3 stations are located in
North Avenue, Quezon Avenue,

Kamuning, Cubao and SantolanAnnapolis, all in Quezon City;
Ortigas Avenue in Pasig City;
Shaw Blvd. and Boni Avenue in
Mandaluyong City; Guadalupe,
Sen. Gil Puyat Avenue (Buendia), Ayala Avenue and Magallanes Avenue in Makati City;
and Taft Avenue in Pasay City.
–GSR
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LIVELIHOOD ASSISTANCE FOR FORMER OFWS. At least 15 distressed female returning
OFWs in Central Visayas received starter kits worth P10,000.00 each from the NRCO in Cebu
City for their Mini-Groceria project under the Balik Pinay Balik Hanapbuhay Program.

Livelihood kits for former OFWs
C ebu C ity – At least fifteen
distressed female returning
OFWs in Central Visayas
received starter kits worth
P10,000.00 each from the
National Reintegration Center
for OFWs (NRCO-7), a bureau
of the Department of Labor
and Employment.
The beneficiaries, who received a total of P150,000.00
cash assistance for their MiniGroceria project under the
NRCO’s Balik Pinay Balik
Hanapbuhay Program, came
from the Cities of Cebu, Mandaue, Lapu-Lapu, Naga and
the municipalities of Cordova,
Consolacion, and Daanbantayan as well as from the Provinces of Bohol and Negros
Oriental.
According to Dexter Paro,
NRCO-7
Regional
Coordinator, the beneficiaries used
to be working as domestic
workers, dressmakers, sewers,
cooks, and teachers in Hong
Kong, Malaysia, Thailand,
United Arab Emirates, Kuwait,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, and
Djibouti, East Africa.
Considered distressed, Paro
explained, are OFWs who were
victims of either maltreatment,
unpaid salaries, abuse, illegal
termination, illegal deployment, contract violation, imprisonment, or end of contract,
among others.
“These are some of the clear-

cut reasons why OFWs return
to the country. These conditions prompted the DOLENRCO to devise a program
that would address the needs
of affected returning OFWS by
implementing the Balik Pinay
Balik Hanapbuhay program,”
said OIC-Assistant Regional
Director Lilia A. Estillore, who
attended the Balik Pinay Balik
Hanapbuhay Program Bigasan
cum Mini-Groceria Livelihood
and Financial Literacy training
at the DOLE Regional Office.
Eligible and priority beneficiaries, according to her,
are distressed workers sheltered by the Philippine Overseas Labor Office (POLOs)
at the Migrant Workers and
Overseas Filipinos Resource
Center (MWOFRC) as well as
other distressed and displaced
women household service
workers (HSWs).
In his report to DOLE-7
OIC-Regional Director Cyril L.
Ticao, Paro said that each OFW
received starter kits composed
of sacks of rice and grocery
items.
“Apart from the starter kits,
beneficiaries including some
14 other participants were
provided learning sessions
not only by the DOLE-NRCO
but also by other partner
agencies,” he added. – Luchel
Senarlo-Taniza

Bus inspector is ‘Talentadong Manggagawa’
by Jerry Borja
TARLAC CITY - Bus inspector Charlie Manalo was hailed
champion in the 2018 Search for
Talendadong Manggagawang
Tarlaqueño.
The workers’ singing competition has been a labor day event
mainstay of DOLE Tarlac Field
Office since 2011
Manalo, who was a last-minute entry during the elimination
rounds, expressed his gratitude
to the DOLE for the opportunity
to share his talent in the contest.
“Nagpapasalamat po ako
sa DOLE dahil meron silang singing competition para sa mga
manggagawang tulad ko. Sana
po ipagpatuloy po ninyo itong
magandang paligsahan ng talent upang mas lalong mai-angat
ang antas ng mga talentadong
manggagawa.”

A bus inspector for San Trans
Bus Corporation and former
OFW, Manalo said that winning
the P15,000.00 grand prize was
very timely for the needs of his
children.
“Saktong sakto po ang pagkapanalo ko dahil sa mga gastusin para sa anak kong kukuha
ng board exam sa radio technology course niya at yung isa naman po ay mag-gra-graduate
bilang engineer,” Manalo said.
Aside from Manalo, Sugar
Planter Mar Manguerra was
declared 1st runner-up and Finance Section head Arwin Cruz
was adjudged 2nd runner-up
and bagged P10,000.00 and
P8,000 cash prizes, respectively.
The three top winners were
among 10 grand finalist-workers from different firms ope-

rating within Tarlac province, or
locators at the Luisita Industrial
Park.
DOLE Central Luzon Regional Director Zenaida Angara-Campita, who was one of
the judges of the competition,
lauded and urged all finalists to
continue improving their craft.
“I would like to congratulate not only the winners but all
of the grand finalists. The mere
fact you were all here is a testimony of how talented all of you
are outside of your daily duties at work. I urge all of you to
continue honing your skills and
talents because there are many
opportunities waiting for you
all and who knows that it may
be a good career-changing path
to consider in the future,” RD
Campita said.
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‘TALENTADONG MANGGAGAWA’ CHAMPION. DOLE Central Luzon Regional Director
Zenaida Angara-Campita congratulates bus inspector Charlie Manalo for hailing as the
new champion of Talendadong Manggagawang Tarlaqueño in a mall in Tarlac. Manalo
won P15,000.00 as the grand prize for the competition.

